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MATHEMATICS
(Adrsnced Abstract Algebra)

Papcr-102

Time : Threc Hoursl lMaximum Malks : 80

Noae :- Solve any ONE question from each unit.

TJNIT-I
l. (a) Prove that :

(i) lf H is a subgroup of index 2 in a group G, then H is normal subgroup of G

( ,c'(iit tf N is a normal subgroup ora finire group C and 
I 
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unique subgroup of G of order lN l. 8

(b) Prove that a group C is solvable if and only if G has a normal series with abelian
lactors. Also prove that a finire group G is solvable if and only if its composition
factors are cyclic groups of prime orders. 8

2. (c) Show that the set\(G) of llll automorphism of a group G is a group under composition
of mappings and hence show that t"(G) AA,,(G). 8

(d) Let G be a nilpotert group. Prove that :

(i) every subgroup of G is nilpotent.
(ii) every homomorphic image of C is nilpotent. 8

IJNIT-II
3. (a) Prove that the altemating group A, is simple for all n ) 5. 8

(b) Let G be a finite abelian group and p be prime such that p diYides G . Prove that G
has an clement of order p. 8

4. (c) Let H be a subgroup of S", n > 2. Provc that all permutations in H are even or cxactly
half of them are even. 8

(d) Prove that :

(i) A group of order 56 is not simplc.
(ii) If H is a normal subgroup of a finite group G, and if the index of H in C is prime

to p, then H contains every Sylow p-subgroup of G 8

UNIT-III
5. (a) Let R be a commutative ring with identity [. Prove that :

(i) if every ideal of R is prime, then R is a lield.
(ii) if R is a Boolean ring and P is a proper prime ideal of R, then P is a maxirnal

ideal. 8

(b) Let R,, R, be rings with unity and R= Rr @ \. Define |;R-; \by 4(a,, a.) a,,

i 1,2. ProyE that ;

(i) Each f is an onto homomorphism.
(ii) Ideals in R are precisely the ideals ofthe form Ar e A2 uhereA, and A, are ideals

in R, and \ respectivel]'. 8
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6. (c) Defrne a chain. Stare the Zom's lemma. IfR is r. ring uith unitl l, then prove lhat
cvery propcr right ideal of R is conlained in a maximal .ight idcal of R. 8

(d) Let D=Pir Pr% P*% rvhere Pl ars rJistinct prirnes. Prove that :
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UNIT-IV
Define a prime :lement and an irreducible element Sho* that an irreclucible element
in a commutatir e PID is a prime element. Sho$ lhal 3 is alr irrcducible element but

not prime in tht, ring 71.i j1. 8

Define content cf a polynomial and a primitive pollromial in a UFDR. Prove that
product of tt\o primitive polynomials in a LFD Ls a primilive polynomial. 8

Defne (i) PlD, (ii) UID, (iii) an ED. Il l is an ideal in a PID R, then show that I can
be written as urique product of primc ideals. 8

If R is a I.IFD, then provo thal R[x] is also a lJi:D. 8

UNIT-V
(i) Let A, B, (l be R-submodules ol an R-module NI and B q A. Provc that :

A^(.1 + C) =B + (A^ C).

(ii) Let M be in R-modulc. Sho$ that :

{xe tlxM=0} is ao idcal ofR. 8

Prove that any t\!o bases of a finite]y generated licc R-modulc M have the same
number of ele[rents. 8

10. (c) Show that a li-module N1 is c]clic rf and onlr if 1,1 =! |u, some lcft ideal
I

IofR.
(d) Statc and provc the Schur's lemma

8
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